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ABSTRACT

First of all, by asking forgiveness from Allah SWT, here I try to reveal the signs of the greatness of 
Allah SWT regarding the secret of the death of Prophet Sulaiman from the point of view of photons,
quarks and the molecular structure of nucleic acids or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 

Signs of Allah's greatness regarding the secret of Prophet Solomon associated with the wind, jinn 
and Satan are found in the verses: 

"So when We determined the death of Solomon, nothing showed them his death except the 
termites that ate his stick. So when he fell down, the jinn knew that if they had known the unseen, 
they would not have remained in a humiliating torment. (Saba' : 34:14) 

"The jinn made for Solomon what he wanted from tall buildings and statues and plates (big) like 
a pond and a fixed pot (on the stove)... (Saba': 34:13 ) "And We have subjected (also to Solomon) 
a group of devils who dive (into the sea) for him and do work other than that, .. (Al Anbiyaa ': 21: 
82) "And gathered for Solomon his army from the jinn, humans and birds and then they are 
arranged in an orderly manner (in rows). (An Naml: 27:17) 

In an effort to unveil the greatness of Allah SWT regarding the secret of the death of Prophet 
Sulaiman, I use the basis of photons, quarks and the molecular structure of nucleic acid or 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 

HYPOTHESIS 

Here I put forward the hypothesis that Solomon's death was caused by the heart stopping as seen 
from the photons, quarks and the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA) 

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA) 

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide 
polymers. This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5 carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. 
The nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytocine (C) and Thymine (T). Guanine (G) 
is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. 

Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) contains 4 
carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) contains 5 
carbon atoms, 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 1 
phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms, 2
oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms. 

PHOTON AND QUARK 

Photons are basic particles of the boson type and carriers of electromagnetic interactions. Quarks, 
on the other hand, are elementary particles found in protons, two up quarks and one down quark. 



Where these three quarks are combined with gluons. 

HUMANS, JIN AND DEVIL UNDER THE COMMANDMENT OF THE PROPHET 
SULAIMAN 

Let's unravel the secret behind the verses: "... the genie made for Solomon what he wanted...(Saba' : 
34:13) "...a group of devils who dive...(Al Anbiyaa': 21:82) "...for Solomon his army of jinn, humans and 
birds...(An Naml: 27:17) 

Now, humans, jinn and devils work for the prophet Solomon. 

WHO ARE JIN AND DEVIL 

It turns out that if we dig deeper between humans, jinn and devils there are similarities. 

Where are the similarities? 

What they have in common is that humans are made up of almost one third of carbon atoms, one 
quarter of nitrogen atoms, almost one tenth of oxygen atoms and more than one third of hydrogen 
atoms which are all atoms available all around us, in the soil and in the atmosphere. 

Jinn are built by oxygen atoms and hydrogen atoms "... We have created the jinn before (Adam) from 
a very hot fire".(Al Hijr: 15:27) where the hot fire comes from oxygen atoms and hydrogen atoms. 

Devil is built by oxygen atoms and hydrogen atoms "...the devils...(and of the kind) jinn,..."(Al 
An'aam: 6:112) "...We created the jinn before (Adam ) from a very hot fire." (Al Hijr: 15:27). 

Like jinn, devil is a kind of jinn. So now, it is revealed that humans, jinn and devil are one kind.

This means that in the human body, the devil and jinn have oxygen atoms and hydrogen atoms. In 
other words, humans can be like jinn or like devil. 

Where there are humans there are jinn. Where there is a devil there are humans. Where there is 
devil there are jinn. We cannot distinguish which one is human, which one is jinn, which one is 
devil. 

PROPHET SULAIMAN RULES HUMANS, JIN AND DEVIL 

Actually the prophet Solomon ruled humans, jinn and devils are the same as the prophet Solomon 
ruled humans. 

Why? 

Because jinn and shaitan are a kind of human that contains oxygen atoms and hydrogen atoms. 

PROPHET SULAIMAN DIED IN HIS CHAIR, JIN AND DEVIL DON'T KNOW IT 

Now we dig deeper into the secret behind the verse: "So when We determined the death of Solomon, 
nothing showed them his death except the termites that ate his stick... (Saba': 34:14) It turns out that now 
the secret behind the verse (Saba ': 34:14) has been revealed, namely where the prophet Sulaiman who
is also the leader of the country was sitting on his throne, his heart was attacked and his heart 
stopped, while the people around him, including the jinn and the devil did not dare to approach him.



Where they think and think Prophet Sulaiman is sleeping soundly, so they don't dare to disturb him. 
But in fact the prophet Solomon had died. 

So, Prophet Sulaiman died because his heart was no longer working. Because the heart is no longer 
working, the blood which contains various kinds of nutrients needed by all body cells and the brain 
cannot distribute them, eventually the whole body and brain do not function and die. 

If now humans, jinn and devils do not know the death of Prophet Solomon who was sitting on his 
throne chair, it is because they do not dare to approach Prophet Solomon and they are not experts in 
knowing whether Prophet Solomon's heart is still functioning or not. 

Well, when the prophet Solomon fell from his chair, then humans, the jinn and the devil knew that 
the prophet Solomon had died. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the description above we can conclude that the secret behind the verses: "... the jinn made 
for Solomon what he wanted... (Saba': 34: 13) "... a group of devils who dive... (Al Anbiyaa': 21: 82) 
"...for Solomon his army of jinn, humans and birds...(An Naml: 27:17)

Humans, jinn and devils worked for the prophet Solomon.

If we dig deeper between humans, jinn and devils there are similarities. Where are the similarities?

What they have in common is that humans are made up of almost one third of carbon atoms, one 
quarter of nitrogen atoms, almost one tenth of oxygen atoms and more than one third of hydrogen 
atoms which are all atoms available all around us, in the soil and in the atmosphere.

Jinn are built by oxygen atoms and hydrogen atoms "... We have created the jinn before (Adam) from 
a very hot fire".(Al Hijr: 15:27) where the hot fire comes from oxygen atoms and hydrogen atoms.

Devil is built by oxygen atoms and hydrogen atoms "...the devils...(and of the kind) jinn,..."(Al 
An'aam: 6:112) "...We created the jinn before (Adam ) from a very hot fire." (Al Hijr: 15:27). Like jinn, 
devils is a kind of jinn.

Now it is revealed that humans, jinn and devils are one kind. This means that in the human body, 
the devil and jinn have oxygen atoms and hydrogen atoms. In other words, humans can be like jinn 
or like devil. Where there are humans there are jinn. Where there is a devil there are humans. Where
there is devil there are jinn.

We cannot distinguish which one is human, which one is jinn, which one is devil.

Actually the prophet Solomon ruled humans, jinn and devils are the same as the prophet Solomon 
ruled humans. Why?

Because jinn and devil are a kind of human that contains oxygen atoms and hydrogen atoms.

The secret behind the verse: "So when We decreed the death of Solomon, nothing showed them his 
death except the termites that ate his stick... (Saba': 34:14)

It turns out that now the secret behind the verse (Saba ': 34:14) has been revealed, namely where the 
prophet Sulaiman who is also the leader of the country was sitting on his throne, his heart was 
attacked and his heart stopped, while the people around him, including the jinn and the devil did not



dare to approach him.

Where they think and think Prophet Sulaiman is sleeping soundly, so they don't dare to disturb him.

But in fact the prophet Solomon had died.

So, Prophet Sulaiman died because his heart was no longer working. Because the heart is no longer 
working, the blood which contains various kinds of nutrients needed by all body cells and the brain 
cannot distribute them, eventually the whole body and brain do not function and die.

If now humans, jinn and devils do not know the death of Prophet Solomon who was sitting on his 
throne chair, it is because they do not dare to approach Prophet Solomon and they are not experts in 
knowing whether Prophet Solomon's heart is still functioning or not.

Well, when the prophet Solomon fell from his chair, then humans, the jinn and the devil knew that 
the prophet Solomon had died. 
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